
Ferretti 731
Exposè No: 5936

Construction year 2006

Color -

Material GFK

Engine 2 x MAN (1550 PS)

Output 750 h

Transmission Shaft

Cruising speed -

Max. speed -

Length 22,68 m (74,41 ft)

Width 5,79 m (19,00 ft)

Draft 1,80 m (5,91 ft)

Weight -

Fuel tank Diesel (5500 l)

Fresh water tank 999 l

Cabins 4

Beds 8

Bathrooms 4

Berth France

1.150.000 EUR
EU VAT paid

+ brokerage commission

Equipment

Air condition, Heater, Generator, Sat, TV, Radio, CD, DVD, Gangway, GPS, Radar, Autopilot, Echolot, Fishfinder,
Microcommander, Teakdeck, Compass, Bimini, Landconnection, Anchor winch, Pressurized water, Hot water, Desalinator,
Bathing platform, Ceran, Dishwasher, Fridge, Wetbar, Bow thruster, Stern thruster, Feces, Flybridge

Description & Specifications

Used boat

Nice Ferretti 
The Ferretti 731 is the new expression of the Ferretti style: a highly innovative project born from a revolutionary concept of
both outside and inside spaces. Starting from the unusual symmetric perspective of the spaces which dominates both the
interior and the flying-bridge layout. The ship owner?s cabin presents the most important innovations of Ferretti in terms of
light and space exploitation: placed lengthwise, it has a large panoramic window on both sides allowing an open view of the
sea from each view point inside the boat, and a spacious shower, separated from the bathroom by a sliding door. The huge
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and comfortable living room with the luxurious furnishings in opaque teak have been totally redesigned to make life onboard
even better and to enhance the brightness of the interiors. The new layout also includes a little swim platform which
represents a further outside area where enjoying the sea in the utmost tranquillity. 
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